ASSORT

SIZING CHART

1. Download this document to your device as a PDF.

2. Open the PDF, and go to print options. Under Page Sizing & Handling you must select Actual Size.

3. Once printed, you can cut or fold the pages so the guiding lines connect when the pages are laid out.

4. Stick the sizing chart to the surface you use to size clothing, making sure the guiding lines match up.

5. Measure tops at the armpit seam, and bottoms on the waist.

6. If an item is on the line between two sizes, and you are unsure on where to put it, put it in the smaller size category, as it is better to have an item that is too big rather than too small.

See page 15 of the ASSORT Guidelines for more info.

ASSORT was designed to be fully compatible with the SPHERE humanitarian standards. For more information see: https://spherestandards.org/humanitarian-standards/
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